Disclosure / Disclaimer for iTradePod

General
iTradePod was founded in the spirit of education and the sharing of information; our materials and the information you obtain at this website is exclusively for educational purposes.

We are an organization that provides strictly educational support to assist you through the intricacies of learning about markets in order for you to become an independent thinker and decision maker. As a result, iTradePod is not registered with any governmental or self-regulatory organization.

Your review of the content on this website, your purchase of iTradePod materials, and/or your attendance and participation in any iTradePod events, means that you understand and agree to the above. Additionally, you acknowledge that any trading or investment decisions you make are totally your own and you take full responsibility for all your trading and investment decisions. It is further understood and agreed that you are responsible for your own decisions and actions and we, iTradePod, its principles and staff, are not liable for any damages or losses that you incur or may incur.

Financial Services Authority, Commodity Futures Trading Commission / Other Disclaimers

iTradePod is an informational resource company only and does not advise on trade execution, manage accounts or execute trades. Purchasing our materials, and/or attending and participating in any of our events, confirms that you have fully read and understand the risks involved in trading futures, indexes, equities, and commodities, including the options.

"Hypothetical performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those of other iTradePod clients. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between both historic and hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved by another iTradePod client."
One of the limitations of relying on another iTradePod client's historical record or hypothetical results is that they were based on market conditions now past. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for actual trading; for example, the ability to withstand losses or to adhere to a particular trading methodology in spite of losses are significant factors which can also adversely affect actual trading results. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any specific trading methodology which cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results, all of which can affect actual trading results."

Any iTradePod approach derived trade set up is for informational purposes only. All trades taken based on iTradePod materials or while attending and participating in any iTradePod event are taken at your own risk for your own account. Again, past performance is no guarantee for future results.

While there is great potential for reward in trading, there is also substantial risk of loss in all futures, stocks and options trading. Trading results can never be guaranteed.

Most systems are based on historical formulas which have worked in the past. However, what happened before may or may not happen again. Because of the high probability of loss and the potential to lose all of your capital, you must determine and decide your own suitability as to whether or not to trade. iTradePod emphatically recommends that you only trade with true risk capital you can afford to lose and only trade markets you can properly afford to trade. Properly funded trading accounts traditionally perform better than those that are not. It is recommended that you never risk more than 0.5% to 2% of your trading account on any one trade.

There are no guarantees or certainties in trading. Reliability of trading signals generated by any trading methodology is a probability only. Trading involves hard work, risk, discipline and the ability to follow your OWN methodology.

If you are looking for a guarantee, it is almost a certainty that trading is not for you. Why? Because most traders lose with the primary reason being the inability to consistently exercise the strict discipline required in trading.